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A PERFECT FIT: EXCEL OFFERS SET SERVICE OPTION

When you’re building someone’s dream, the last thing you want 
to worry about is a home that’s not level or set properly. The 
Excel Homes set service option is a hassle-free, turnkey solution 
that’s a perfect fit for builders who have concerns about the set 
process or just don’t want the headaches of trying to find an 

experienced set crew in their region. Our in-house team of set 
experts personally selects and oversees your set crew. As an added 
bonus, builders who take advantage of Excel Homes’ set service 
option receive a 10-year warranty against structural defects.
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EXCEL’S SET SERVICE OPTION 
COVERS THESE FEATURES:

- Bump-outs

-Reverse gables

-Panelized and assembled roof systems

-Shingles

-Chimney chase

-Saddles

-Crickets

-Split roofs

-Eyebrow

-Steel beams

-Fitch-plate

-Support walls

-Hip roofs

-Vaulted ceilings

-Overhangs

-Walk-out bay

-Window dormers

-Wind columns

-Panelized garages

-Shed dormers

To learn more  about this option, please contact your Excel sales representative.

We don’t know many builders who like trying  
to find, hire and manage a set crew. How can  
you be sure that the crew is experienced?  
That their schedule will dovetail with yours? 
That the modules will be placed properly on the 
foundation? That they’ll know what to do if  
a problem arises? 

The Excel Homes set service option is designed 
for builders who want a hassle-free solution to 
the set process. Our in-house team of set experts 
handles the negotiations, selection and contracting 
with a first-rate set crew and crane company in 
your region. Then our team oversees their work 
to ensure that your home is set perfectly level 
and square, with no glitches in the process and 
eliminating room for error. 

By managing the process, Excel is able to 
guarantee the quality of the set and give you one 
less subcontractor to qualify and manage. And 
because Excel works directly with the set crew, 
we are able to offer a 10-year warranty against 
structural defects to builders who take advantage  
of this option – added value that you can pass on  
to homeowners.

EXCEL’S SET SERVICE  
IS HASSLE-FREE

Excel takes as much pride in our homes as you do. 
Let us manage the entire process and take on the 
hassle. We’ll stay on site and supervise so that any 
potential service problems are minimized and the 
house is weather-tight before we leave.

WEATHER-TIGHT  
BEFORE WE LEAVE
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